VISION
Cape Cod Commercial Fishermen’s Alliance is the voice of Cape Cod’s fishing community, working to ensure our future livelihood within a balanced ocean ecosystem.

MISSION
Cape Cod Commercial Fishermen’s Alliance is fishermen, community members, public officials and scientists working together to build creative strategies, advocate for improved marine policies, protect the ocean ecosystem, and ensure the viability and future of Cape Cod’s fisheries.
Dear Friends,

I’ve been fighting for sustainable small boat fishermen on the Cape for more than twenty years. Although I am mired in minutia and bureaucracy daily, I keep my eyes on the big picture: the fishermen who carry on a centuries-old tradition with vision, small business savvy, and environmental acumen and the community that supports both the peninsula’s fishing heritage and its place in the blue economy of the future.

But it does get discouraging, every once in a while I question if all this work really matters. I look back at our annual reports from a decade ago and we are fighting many of the same battles. Last year, what I believe, what drives me day to day, was reinforced, not once, but twice: We are winning.

I have watched for more than a decade as fishermen spoke passionately and eloquently about the need to protect ocean herring, the heart of the ecosystem, the fish that most all other fish, and ultimately our fleet, depends on. I stood with them and mostly saw our truth ignored or overruled. But not last year. In 2018, fishermen and the Cape community turned the tide. In a meeting, where hundreds of supportive comments from the peninsula stood in the record, I saw almost all my fellow council members raise their hands. They raised their hands in support of more reasonable catch limits for midwater trawls that scoop up millions of herring, both ocean and river, and my suggestion of a buffer zone that keeps the industrial-scale boats up to 25 miles off our shore.

We also saw victory in a battle that stretched back even longer: The battle to protect essential fish habitat and fishing businesses that are the lifeblood of the economy. Years after one of our founding members dropped a 30-pound weight on a flower pot to show how sensitive parts of the ocean bottom were, those areas were protected as essential for young groundfish, such as the iconic cod. Just as importantly, less vulnerable areas where $300 million worth of scallops were waiting to be harvested were opened. Those trips to Washington D.C. and hours of advocacy paid off.

These victories are enormously important in their own right. But they send a much louder message. As I look to this year and the furor over bogus catch limits, a struggling management system and good fishermen forced to make bad decisions to stay in business, I see a glimmer of hope. We have been working on this issue for years. We have gotten out in front, with much pushback, in putting cameras on boats so fishermen’s information is respected and not treated as anecdotal.

This year we are at a pivotal moment in management where we will be able to make the case for better monitoring, better management and better fisheries. With these three victories the Cape’s fishing fleet will be more vibrant and stronger than ever, and that rising tide will in turn make our communities healthier and protect our sense of place.

With your help we will win again.

Sincerely,

John Pappalardo, CEO
Counting on Accountability

“I’ve always felt that since the inception of the organization, people have taken a really forward-thinking approach.” — Captain Eric Hesse, current Fishermen’s Alliance board member who has been involved in the organization since its beginnings

Accountability is central to our mission. Since 2005 we have strongly supported monitoring what fish vessels are catching and were one of the first to promote electronic monitoring. Today more than two dozen captains in the Northeast have cameras installed to document their catches, improve data, and enforce regulations. This year will be an important one for fish and fishermen as regulators decide whether the entire groundfish fishery should have more effective monitoring.

Strides in Science

“I feel like we are helping to pay for research that will help the viability of our fleet in the future.” — Captain Nick Muto, Chairman of the Fishermen’s Alliance Board of Directors, referencing a scientific research set aside program approved by the New England Fishery Management Council.

We believe good science drives good fishery policy, so we have ramped up our scientific efforts with our new research coordinator George Maynard. We provide managers and seafood ratings groups with valuable information about the fisheries we depend on, benefiting the environment and economy. Our work with halibut, barndoor skate and monkfish are a few examples. Teaming up with partners, including The Nature Conservancy and the School for Marine Science and Technology at UMass Dartmouth, fishermen have collected more halibut samples in the past two years than the federal trawl survey did in the past decade. That data matters. Fishermen here are only allowed to harvest one halibut per trip; better information about the health of the species could allow local fishermen to sustainably harvest more, following the lead of Canada which already has a thriving fishery. Also because of the efforts of local fishermen, barndoor skate can once more be landed. When former regulations didn’t match the health of the fishery; hard data collected by local fishermen forced a change. We also support fishermen in efforts to gather information on the ugly but truly tasty monkfish and climate change impacts on the marine ecosystem. All of the work we do in the scientific realm has real benefits for the industry and the community.
Victory in the Making

“This is a very good day. For 15 years, it’s something we have been fighting for. I’m glad to see that they are finally looking at the ocean as an ecosystem.”—Captain Charlie Dodge

Charlie Dodge, a lifelong fisherman, spoke those words outside a meeting room in Plymouth, which was still packed with supportive community members. The New England Fishery Management Council had just approved vital protections for Atlantic herring, a keystone species essential to a healthy ecosystem.

Catch limits for industrial-scale midwater herring trawls, and an expanded buffer zone around the Cape (as proposed by our Chief Executive Officer John Pappalardo), are successes many believe will help revitalize the fisheries. The achievements will pay dividends for the Cape’s environment and economy, and are the result of strong support from a wide swath of our community – middle schoolers to selectmen, herring count volunteers to conservationists, recreational and commercial fishermen.

Efforts Over the Bridge

“The topic of young fishermen especially hits home for me as a 20-something rising in the industry. I hope we see the Young Fishermen’s Development Act passed so we can adopt similar programs in other fishing communities, and enhance existing programs to include training.”—Stephanie Sykes, commercial fisherman

Although we love the Cape we don’t spend all our time here. We joined members of the fleet to travel to Washington D.C. several times last year, and to California, to talk about issues that matter to us and the Cape. Fishermen advocated for a Young Fishermen’s Development Act, federal legislation geared to help overcome barriers faced by a new generation of fishermen. We also joined with nearly a dozen-like minded fishing groups from Alaska to the Gulf of Mexico to the Gulf of Maine to make sure protections in the landmark Magnuson Stevens Act are not rolled back.

Our long-standing experience also attracted delegations from China and Japan to visit Cape Cod to share perspectives on challenges in our fisheries.

“This visit is really important because China is undergoing fisheries reform and we want to emphasize the role of fishermen, which was undervalued in the past,” said Li Quanyun, director of the Bureau of Fisheries’ Division of Fishing Gear and Fishing Gear Management in China.
An Economic Engine

A gillnetter fishes in fertile waters to the east on George’s Bank.

A scalloper plies the Great South Channel in search of lucrative shellfish.

A longliner targets haddock in the Gulf of Maine.

A hook-and-line fisherman works close to shore, searching for cod and pollock.

All of them need federally approved quota, which gives them the right to catch their harvests, and all of them need more quota than any of them own.

That’s when the Cape Cod Fisheries Trust steps in.

Since 2008, the Trust has been leasing quota to small-boat, independent fishermen. Our quota, purchased permit by permit over a decade, provides a critical bank of community assets. We lease our quota back to Cape fishermen at a subsidized rate, creating opportunity, stability, and a market advantage for our fleet.

In 2018, we saved 57 Cape Cod fishermen more than $330,000 of quota leasing costs, allowing them to turn that quota into high value product when they land and sell their catch. More than 234,000 pounds of quota were leased to local fishermen at discounted rates.

And we continue to invest in more quota. Last year we purchased two commercial fishing permits with quota attached. One of them was affiliated with an historic Cape Cod vessel that years earlier had been sold to New Hampshire. Now, happily, it’s come home.

Grand Clam and Oyster Plan

“Massachusetts’ ocean economy directly accounts for more than $6 billion annually and approximately 81,600 jobs. Tourism, recreational and commercial fishing, and shellfish aquaculture all directly depend on coastal water quality and for centuries healthy ocean resources have been integral to the way of life in Massachusetts.” —Melissa Sanderson, chief operating officer of the Fishermen’s Alliance

Across the state there is growing interest in aquaculture, comparing oyster ecotourism, exploring alternative types of shellfish, building oyster reefs, and involving shellfish in wastewater planning — no wonder #riseofthebivalve has been coined!

We understand the importance of shellfish and are concerned with emerging issues, so we helped launch the Massachusetts Shellfish Initiative. We are leading the charge to create a state-wide strategic plan that balances the economic, environmental, and social benefits of Massachusetts’ near shore shellfish resources. We are also working on ways to promote two native shellfish species, surf clams and blood clams.

For more information, visit massshellfishinitiative.org.
Partnerships Matter

“There is so much energy around the idea of local sustainable fishing. There is a lot of enthusiasm about trying to improve communities and bring them more dollars.”

—Kristin Uiterwyk, acting director of the Urban Harbors Institute

As Cape Codders proud to be part of our amazing community, we partner with others as often as we can.

We are working with harbormasters, state officials and the Urban Harbors Institute to document strengths and weaknesses in our ports, so they can remain mainstays of our communities.

Thanks to grant funding, we have developed curriculum for third graders in the Monomoy Regional School District to teach the value of shellfish in our past and future.

We work with the Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce’s Blue Economy initiative—our CEO chairs their foundation—to celebrate and promote the multitude of inspiring, well-paying and water-based jobs here, including the original blue economy: commercial fishing.

Eat Locally

“It’s important to support the local fishermen. And it’s always the best stuff we can get.”—Adrien Kmiec, owner of Hatches Fish Market in Wellfleet

We have expanded our successful Pier to Plate program, introducing many locals and visitors to under-loved, great-tasting fish, such as skate. At the core of our mission is making sure locally caught fish are celebrated here. Research conducted at public events, such as Farmers Markets, reveals that a “local” label incentivizes 92 percent of people surveyed to buy Cape caught fish. We are working to make sure that fish is available year-round. Some good news: Haddock, very hard to find ten years ago, is back and available at places like Whole Foods Market, where you even get to know the captain’s name.
Popular Pier Hosts

“Here at the pier is proof that the New England seafaring tradition and character are alive and in evidence.”
— Mark Simonitsch, retired fisherman and Pier Host

For 13 years, retired fishermen have spent Fridays through Mondays at the Chatham Fish Pier. They provide insights into the life of commercial fishermen, educating visitors and locals alike about what fish are being landed. Thanks to the fishermen’s great storytelling skills, the program has been wildly popular with hundreds of thousands of summer visitors, deepening understanding about fishing’s place at the heart of the Cape’s identity and economy. In 2018 we partnered with the Atlantic White Shark Conservancy and Northwest Atlantic Seal Consortium to reinforce our message that our ecosystem is intricately connected.

Fish for Families

“I feel honored to serve these people fresh fish. It’s rewarding to help the community, to be part of the solution.” — Tom Bayuk, a chef at Faith Neighborhood Kitchen

Since 2013, the Fish for Families program has served more than 130,000 servings of locally caught seafood, everything from scallops to skate, totaling more than 50,000 pounds of fish to more than 20,000 Cape Cod families. We provide recipes as well and fishermen join the distribution to answer questions. Thanks to major support from Cape Cod Healthcare, this great program is still going strong. We partner with The Family Pantry of Cape Cod and the Cape Cod Hunger Network, offering healthy protein to community members in need.
Hookers Ball

“As a business that thrives in a seasonal community, I have the responsibility to support those who make this their year-round home. The work the Fishermen’s Alliance does to support the smaller scale fishermen has impressed, educated and inspired me. I am proud to partner with an organization that fights so tirelessly for those that carry on the tradition of making their living from the sea.”

— Judy Tarr, Ben & Jerry’s of North Eastham, Community Sponsor

In August, the 17th annual sold out Hookers Ball hosted more than 600 guests and raised more than $300,000, under the Big White Tent at the Chatham VFW, one of our most successful events to-date! Guests braved the rain, and true to form, the Hookers Ball was a night to remember, celebrating the fishing families of Cape Cod, locally-sourced seafood, our community, and all of the supporters who allow us to continue to protect and grow Cape Cod’s small-boat fishing fleets now and in the future.

Meet the Fleet

Now in its 7th year, our Meet the Fleet events continue to bring together local fishermen and chefs, providing a unique opportunity for guests to hear first-hand about working on the water, how local fish and shellfish are harvested and also try some of the tasty seafood brought in by their neighbors. In 2018, we hosted six events, captivating more than 450 guests, hearing from fishermen and community members about the Massachusetts Shellfish Initiative (MSI), seals and sharks, research on the elusive Atlantic halibut, innovative industry business models that propel fishermen forward, our advocacy work in D.C., and what challenges and opportunities young fishermen face in the industry today.
**Challenge Grant Success**

The Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation challenged us in 2018 to increase our annual giving and loyalty in supporters with a $150,000 matching grant. We enthusiastically accepted the challenge and saw it as a wonderful opportunity to raise necessary, important funds to support our organization’s fuel—our talented and passionate staff who spearhead projects that continue to keep our mission alive and moving forward. Thanks to 377 donors who qualified for the challenge match—we met and exceeded our goal by year-end 2018! Far surpassing the end of 2019 deadline. This match will allow us to continue to develop working solutions, roll up our sleeves and do what it takes to make sure there is a commercial fishing industry on Cape Cod for generations to come. Thank you for investing in us.

**Running Falmouth**

“I had no idea what a huge impact running and raising funds for the Fishermen’s Alliance was for our local fishermen until I was personally thanked by Sam Linnell [local fisherman] on North Beach Island over Labor Day weekend. It was a great reminder for what I accomplished for myself and the Fishermen’s Alliance.”

— Lizzie Lane, supporter

2018 marked our debut in the world-renowned New Balance Falmouth Road Race that took place on Sunday, August 19. As part of the Falmouth Road Race’s Numbers for Nonprofit Program, the Fishermen’s Alliance was awarded with the opportunity to form a race team to participate in the iconic, seven-mile seaside course. Our team of nine runners, Andy Brennan, Colin Bannon, Francesca Derteano, Kathleen Giorgio, Lizzie Lane, Jim Nelson, Shawn Szturma, Chris Ruez and staff member Christa Danilowicz, and supported by volunteer team coach Caroline Lane, raised nearly $14,000 in support of a future for fish and fishermen on Cape Cod.
Rally the Alleys

In March, we teamed up with our friends at Habitat for Humanity Cape Cod and A.L.S Family Charitable Foundation and participated in the annual Rally the Alleys event—bowling for a cause. Our staff team members Holly Buddensee, George Maynard and Melissa Sanderson joined supporter and friend of the Fishermen’s Alliance, Ann Pike-Paris, and put on their best Grundens attire and raised nearly $1,500 for the Fishermen’s Alliance. Our engagement in Rally the Alleys persuaded us to continue to seek out additional “friendraisers” or peer-to-peer fundraising events to enhance our community outreach.

RAISED NEARLY $1,500 FOR THE FISHERMEN’S ALLIANCE

NAVIGATE YOUR WAY TO OUR 2019 SPECIAL EVENTS

MARCH 27
Meet the FLEET
Fishermen’s Alliance Chatham

MARCH 28
ANNUAL MEETING
Fishermen’s Alliance Chatham

JUNE 26
Meet the FLEET
Nauset Marine East Orleans

AUGUST 3
HOOKERS BALL XVIII
Chatham VFW Field Chatham

AUGUST 28
Meet the FLEET
TBD

SEPTEMBER 13
DONOR RECOGNITION EVENING
Honoring our Giving Society Members

OCTOBER 30
Meet the FLEET
TBD

DECEMBER 12
ALLIANCE APPRECIATION SOCIAL
Fishermen’s Alliance Chatham
2018 Outstanding Partners and Supporters

The following individuals, foundations, businesses, organizations and collaborators supported the Fishermen’s Alliance in 2018. The Fishermen’s Alliance gratefully acknowledges those whose gifts help to uphold the rich heritage of commercial fishing and its significant impact on the working life of our neighbors and cultural fabric of Cape Cod.

**THE HIGHLINER SOCIETY**
Honoring our most instrumental supporters who have a lifetime cumulative giving history of $100,000 or more.

－William Beinecke
Stephen & Mary Beth Daniel
Tom & Trish Kennedy
Barbara Matteson
The Max & Victoria Dreyfus Foundation
David & Gail Oppenheim
William B. & Sandra B. Rogers

**THE SALTY DOG SOCIETY**
Honoring our loyal supporters who have a lifetime cumulative giving history of $25,000 or more.

－William Beinecke

Individual Donors
$100 or more in 2018

Abdow ancient
Bob Ackerman
David & Susan Adsit
William Aldrich
Amnon Aliphas
Gov & Lori Allen
Alien Harbor Yacht Club
Jason & Cheri Amaru
William H. Amaru
Mike Anderson
Anonymous (5)
Ellen M. Dunn & Lawrence D. Appel
Paul & Marion Avitable
Ian & Galen Bacon
Mrs. W. Ward Bahlman
John & Mary Bain
Andrew Balier
Nancy Baler
Dot Baron
Christopher & Kathleen Barry
Dana & Barbara Baum
Judith S. Beams
Carrie Thornburg Bearse
Wade S. Behrman
Fred Bennett
Jared Bennett
Joshua C. Bender
Gregory Bilezikian*
Bruce & Betty Bogardus
Pierre & Lauris Bonin
Charles & Leslie Borkoski
Donald & Susan Boudreau
Ronald A. Braun, Jr.
Andrew Brennan
Brian & Christa Danilowicz
Alex Brown
Kelly Brooks
Brown Family Charitable Fund
E. Michael & Kristin Brown
Jacob & Barbara Brown
Carolyn Bryant
Holly Buddensee
Rachael Burbank
Singmaster
Megan Shea Burton
Bob Reese & Jackie Cabral
Cape Air*
Alison Caron
Elliot & Susan Carr*
Jack Carroll
Julia Carroll
Jay Cashman
Kevin Chase
Jon and Susan Chorney*
Margaret & Michael Cimini
Nancy Civetta*
Judy Clarke
Abbey Colley
Elizabeth & Frank Odell
Family Fund
Greg Connors
Sean Connell
Sean M. Connors*
J. Timothy Corcoran
Michael & Marcia Corrigan*
Janine Corsano
John & Barbara Cotnam
Richard Joseph Curtiss*
John F. Curtis
Bert & Alison Czuchra
Eve Dalmolen
D. Ronald Daniel
and Lise Scott
Stephen & Mary Beth Daniel*
Margaret Davis
Robert Jay Davis
Blake & Jessie Decker*
Michael & Jennifer DeFazio*
Daniel & Mary Dempsey
Mauricio Derteano
Tom & Linda Doane
Charlie Dodge*
Ogden Dodge
Steven & Beverly J. Dougherty
William R. & Tara M. Dougherty
Max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation*
Laura C. Driscoll
Steve Browne
Richard Dubowik
Michael & Elisabeth Duncan
Robert Dutra*
The East Wind Silver Co.
Sammy Eastman
Jamie & Carolyn Eldredge*
Jeffrey Eldredge*
Josh Eldridge*
Ken Eldridge*
Howdy & Abbie Emery*
Barbara Ennis
Mike Escher
Mario Evangelista
Jean Evans
Peggy Farber
Suzanne B. Feeney
Patrick Fehily
Gary & Fran Ferguson
Daniel & Margaret Fitzpatrick
Jonathan Fleming

*Denotes The Captain Harding Society members who have donated $1,000 or more in 2018  + Denotes Fishing Industry Members  ~deceased
Harriet & Joe Foster
Barbara Fouhy
Rick & Joan Francolini
Marguerite Anne
Frank-Peper
Donald & Susan
Freudenberg
Ethel & Gary Furst
Jack & Joan Gallo
Geraldine Garber
James Garvey
GE Foundation
Steve Gennodie
Kathleen Giorgio
Richard & Karen Giusti
Geoffrey & Vicki Gold
Jill & Joel Goldsmith
Christopher Gould
Don & Sally Gould
Anthony Grace
Barry & Leslie Greco
William & Katherine Green
Gustare Oils & Vinegars
Catherine Pacun Guzman
Jon Hagenstein
Charles & Jane Hanson
Willy & Maegan Hatch
Dan & Diane Hayden
Keepah Yacht Brokers
Stephen Hemberger
Eric Hasse
Hess & Helyn Kline
Foundation
John Hickey Plumbing & Heating
High Pressure
Fisheries, Inc.
The Higgins Family
James & Martha Higgins
William & Barbara Hill
Michael & Theresa Huchy
Frank J. Hoenemeyer
David & Janet Holden
Felicia Holden
Scott & Mitzi Horton
Chris Van Hoose
Dan Howes
John & Sarah Howe
Frances B. Howes
Gary Hutchinson
Paula Inscoe
Edmund Janiunas
Mrs. Eva Japowicz
Fred Jensen
Hilton & Georgia Jervey
Steve & Pattie Jesus
Robert & Christine Johnson
Michael & Kathleen Joslin
Peter & Thea Kaizer
Dean Kelly
Paul Kelly & Gwen
Holden Kelly
Bebe & Crosby Kemper
Foundation
Mary Kemper
Tom & Trish Kennedy
Frank & Colleen Kettle
Katherine Kim
Pam Kindler
Molly and Chris Kiritsy
Elizabeth Knorr
Jan & Brian Koss
Richard & Melissa Kraycir
Pam Kulka
William T Kyle
Lizzie Lane
Scott & Caroline Lane
Barry LaBar
Mark Leach
Sean Leach
Ellie Leaning
Earl LeGeyt Jr.
Glen & Laura LeGeyt
Mark Lerner
Theodore Ligenza
Sam Linnell
Tim Linnell
Jonathan Liska
Gary & Barbara Livingston
A Nelson Long Jr.
Jacques Longsteray & Diana Ipekjian
Michael Loring
Matthew Lucas
Tom Luce
Donna G. Lumpkin
Pam & Gordon Lynam
Tom MacArthur
Ian & Anne Marie MacLeod
Hunter Maher
Cathleen Mahoney
Connor Mahoney
Matthew E. Mallowes
Zoe Malluzzo
Carla & Tom Mangiafico
Catherine Manton
Kurt Martin & Lara Sifka
Rick & Nadya Marvin
Rob Martin
Ronald Edward Martin
Paul & Aimee Marchetti
Lee & Terry Marden
Mark T. Vokey
Insurance Agency
J. Steve & Mary
Lynn Marks
Kurt Martin & Lara Sifka
Nathaniel Mason
Max Masucci
Barbara Matteson
Amelia McCarthy & Andrew Carlson
Margaret McCarthy
Paul & Elena McClanahan
Alan & Fran McClennen
Patrick & Tina McGrath
Kevin McGuire
Rose Marie & Phil
McLoughlin
Kathleen M. McNeil
Lisa Medlin
Christopher Merl &
Denice Lapierre
Leonard Michaud
Phil Richard Michel Jr.
David Miller
Kenneth & Linda Miller
William & Louise Miller
Read & Jane Moffett
Ben Morgan
David Mott
Kristin Muller
Nick & Sarah Muto
Don & Sue Nadeau
James & Gretchen
Nelson
Kathryn Nelson
Glen Nickerson
Larry & Ann Nix
Van & Wendy Northcross
George Nunes
Christine & Robert O’Brien Family
Regina M. O’Connor
Elizabeth H. Odell
Janice Ogara
Sean & Melissa O’Leary
George Olmsted
David & Gail
Oppenheim
John & Jean Marie Our
John D. & Barbara O. Our
Norman & Carol Pacun
Tracy Pallas
Jeffrey & Gertrude
Palmer
John & Jennifer
Pappalardo
John & Toni Pappalardo
Patrick & Wendy Paquette
Dianne Parkinson
George Parker
David Parker
Paul & Alison Parker
Richard & Elizabeth
Patten
Dick & Rose Pears
Anne M. Peerce
Robert A. & Joan C.
Penney
David & Wendy Pepin
Paula Perlovski
Cindy Petrie
Karen & Tony Piersen
Jeffrey Pike
Ann Pike-Paris
Jon Plexico
Aaron Polhemus
Colin & Missy Politi
Wayne & Susan Postman
Lytton Trip
Melissa & Jeff Primeau
Henri Rauschenbach &
Jun Song
John Raye
Norval & Ann Reece
Eric Rego
Tom Reilly &
Jackie St. Thomas
Ron & Marianne Renaud
Elizabeth Reney
Tom Reney
Alec Reynolds
Laura & Frederick Rhodes
Robert & Priscilla Rice
John Ricotta
Chris Ripa
Riverview Bait & Tackle
Lee & Mary Rivollier
Gail A. Rodgers
William B. &
Sandra B. Rogers
David & June Rokoff
Joseph & Jan Roller
Scott Rorro
Jesse & Abigail Rose
Phillip & Bonnie Roseenthal
Andrew Ross
Joel & Susan Rottner
David Rourke
Lisa Roy
Ron & Nellie Rudnick
Bryan & Nancy Ruiz
Christopher Ruiz
Michael Russo
Frank Santoro
Melissa Sanderson
William & Marge Scheck
Pieter & Betty Schiller
Mark & Catherine Schneider
David & Ruthanne Schoetz
Patricia Schwartz
John & William
Schweizer
John & Jamie Selldorf
Kevin & Kendra Seth
Christopher Seymour
James & Regina Shakin
Alan Sharaf &
Carolyn Levy
Timothy &
Christy Sheehan
Stefanie Sheehan
Brian & Jane Anne Sherin
Keith & Janet Sherin
Angie Simonds
Barbara & Lawrence
Singsmister
Ann H. Skibinski
Lynda Sloan
Robert & Anne Smaglia
Small
Cameron Smith
Mark & Joanne Smith
Thomas S. & Gail Smith
Lori Fanning Smith
Marian Smith
Jeffrey & Ruti Smithline
Al & Kathy Soderstrom
Eric & Erin Soderstrom
Ken and Betsy Sommer
Andrew Spalt
James Spalt
Jesse Sparrow
Peter Spalt
Hamilton M. Sporborg, DDS, PC
Burt & Nancy Stanier
Alan & Sala Steinbach
Brad Steiner
Martha Stiles
Joseph Behot &
Catherine A. Stineford
Regina Stoker
Paul Stooky
Maegan & Steve Storey
Arthur & Nancy Lee
Stratton
Craig & Lucinda Sullivan
Sullivan, Garrity, & Donnelly
Insurance Agencies
Michael & Megan
Sullivan
Stephanie Sykes
Judy Tarr
Susanne & Neil Taylor
The Ridgeway Foundation
John & Patricia Thornton
Gary & Mary Thulander
Robert & Kristin Tishman
Ken Tolley
Gregory Triandis
Paul & Carly Troccoli
Jonah Turner
John & Nancy Tuttle
United Way of Bergen
County
Scott Vandersall
Rosamond Vaule
Maureen W. Vokey
Andrew Wade
Robert & Ann Wade
Gerd & Norma Wagner
Greg Walinski & Lisa
Cavanaugh
Alison Walsh
The Walters Family
Peter & Debra Walther
Keith & Louise Wasley
Jean Webster
Barbara D. Wells
Robert C. Wells
Craig & Catherine Weston
Mike Wilson
Art & Judy Winterhalter
Mike & Jill Woehler
Dan Wolf & Heidi Schuetz
Daniel Woods
Mike Woods
Thomas & Jennifer Woodward
David & Liz Van Wye
Chris & Tracie Yindra
Harland Young +
Andrew P. Young
William & Janet Younker

**TRIBUTES**
Gifts made in honor of, or in memory of these individuals
Susan Adsit
Clinton T. “Buddy” Beaudette
Ethel “Eddy” Brown
Phyllis Burchell
Michael Andrew Cimini
John F. Conroy
Laura B. Corcoran
Paul Corsano, David Corsano, & Tom Corsano
Albert Dalmolen
Eileen F. Dunn
Desi Eldredge
Matt Evans
Sarah T. Gallo
George Gamble
Edward Gordon, Dr. James F. & Joseph S. Higgins
Len Japowicz
Fran Jones
Louis Malluzzo Jr. Hap Knapp
Sean Leach
Bob Luce
Phyllis Mason
Georgia & Henry McCusker
Richard Mochen
James J. Nicholson
Lorraine Nolan
John D. Our
Eben Robert Penney, Jr. Jason & Jennifer L. Pinney
Paul & Priscilla Hemberger
Paula Raye
Burton Reed
Warren G. Sprague
Matt & Nancy Terry
Richard Verlik

**GRANTS AND FOUNDATIONS**
The Bilezian Family Foundation
Bourne Cultural Council
Brewster Cultural Council
The Cape Cod Foundation CARE for the Cape & Islands
Chatham Cultural Council
The Chatham Fund of The Cape Cod Foundation
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
Falmouth Cultural Council
Gordon & Betty Moore Foundation
Harwich Cultural Council
Horizon Foundation*
Massapee Cultural Council
Massachusetts Environmental Trust
The Max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation National Fish & Wildlife Foundation
The Nature Conservancy
NOAA Sea Grant
Orleans Cultural Council
Patagonia Works
Pew Charitable Trusts
Provincetown Cultural Council
Truro Cultural Council
Sandwich Cultural Council
Saltonstall-Kennedy Grant Program
Walton Family Foundation
Tim Weller & Lynn VanDine Weller
Wellfleet Cultural Council
Women’s Club of Chatham

**BUSINESS PARTNERS AND SPONSORS**
20/20 Window Cleaning Inc.
ARC Hatchery
Ben & Jerry’s North Eastham
Cape Cod Broadcasting
Cape Cod Chronicle
Cape Cod Five Cents Savings Bank
Cape Cod Media Group
Chatham Bars Inn Consistently Clean, LLC
Eastern Bank Charitable Foundation
evolutioneyes inc.
Fisherman’s Daughter
Gibson Sotheby’s International Realty
Hog Island Beer Co.
L. Knife & Son
Marder Traveling Inc.
Nauset Disposal
Nauset Marine
New England Sales Solutions
North Star Marine
Insurance Services, LLC Rogers & Gray Insurance
Shepley Wood Products
Sunderland Printing
TD Bank
The Black Dog
The Casual Gourmet
The Cooperative Bank of Cape Cod
The Nature Conservancy
The Red Nun Bar & Grill
UBS Financial Services Inc.
UMASS Sustainable Seafood Collaboratory
The Nature Conservancy

**COLLABORATORS**
Aquacultural Research Corporation
Cape Cod Cooperative Extension
CHIOR Coalition
Digital Public Ecotrust
Fishing Communities Coalition
GB Cod Fixed Gear Sector
Gulf of Maine Research Institute
Maine Coast Fishermen’s Association
Maine Coast Community Sector
Massachusetts Aquaculture Association
Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries
NOAA Sustainable Harvest Sector
The Nature Conservancy
Northeast Coastal Communities Sector
Northeast Fishery Sector III
Northeast Fishery Sector V
Northeast Fishery Sector XI
UMass Boston School of the Environment
UMass Dartmouth School for Marine Science & Technology
Wellfleet SPAT

Although we make every effort to ensure the accuracy of the list of our supporters, we apologize in advance for any misspellings, omissions, or other errors. If you discover an error, please contact us right away at donate@capecodfishermen.org or call Christa Danilowicz at 508-945-2432 x 109. Thank you for your generous support of the Fishermen’s Alliance.

*Denotes The Captain Harding Society members who have donated $1,000 or more in 2018  +Denotes Fishing Industry Members  ~deceased

**FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS**

- **REVENUES**
  - **Grants** $1,596,836
  - **Contributions** $520,559
  - **Net Leases from Permits** $362,280
  - **Other** $55,897
  - Total: **$2,535,572**

- **EXPENSES**
  - **Program** $1,648,653
  - **Administrative** $384,773
  - **Fundraising** $403,335
  - Total: **$2,436,671**

The Fishermen’s Alliance is a nonprofit organization subject to chapter 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Service. The graphics below represent a summary of the Fishermen’s Alliance unaudited 2018 financial performance. The financial statements will be audited by Sanders, Walsh & Eaton, LLP, Certified Public Accountants.

The surplus revenues generated in 2018 are not available to provide general operating nor programming support. These revenues are restricted by the Fishermen’s Alliance Board of Directors for the purposes of debt repayment or reinvestment in the Cape Cod Fisheries Trust. Fishermen’s Alliance is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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The Fishermen’s Alliance believes that a healthy marine environment, and therefore, the success of Cape Cod’s fishing businesses, depends on a better way of managing our fisheries. Using fishermen’s knowledge we build lasting solutions. The Fishermen’s Alliance helps us do a lot of things we couldn’t do ourselves. They are instrumental in the policy process, so we know what is coming at us. We’re a bunch of independent fishermen and the Alliance helps us create a unified front. We wouldn’t be where we are without them.
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